Brick and stadium-seat inscriptions to support the new PVAMU sports complex are on sale now.

Order your brick and stadium-seat inscription today! Complete the form on back.

www.pvamf.org
Section A

1966 PV Golfers RJ Bonner MS-71 JC Carter MS '72 L Jones BS '69 HJ Shelley BS69 A Vaughan, BS-76

AKA ZETA GAMMA FALL 1996 PORCELAIN DOLLS IN MEMORY OF 19 RACHELLE WALLS

ALPHA PHI ALPHA New Breed 19 Dec. 13, 1969

Andre Allen C/O May 2000 Nakia Leffall C/O Dec. 1999 In Honor of Weldon Maddox

Anthony & Deborah Edison Class 1977 - 1978

BARBARA D. LUSK CLASS OF 1967 STUDY HARD STAY FOCUSED STAY THE COURSE GRADUATE!!!

Benny L Lockett Class of 1961 Houston Tx NAA

BETTIE CRAWFORD ARCHIE CLASS OF 1909 HOMEMAKING

Bettie J. Briggs C. O. - 60 Clyde H. Briggs C. O. - 59

Brenda Aldridge Class 1975-79 PVU Produces Productive People "The Yard"

Carl Lee Lockett Class of 1965 Alpha Phi Alpha

CHARLES MELTON MD FACC 1975 TENNIS

ΦΦG CHARTER LINE “38 STRONG” FALL 1973

Chester & Tammy Hancock Football '50-53 Hall of Fame Tight End National Champs

CLARENCE JOHNSON PVAMU TRACK1962 BACHELOR 1965 MASTER 1972 PH.D. 2008 MAGNOLIA, TEXAS

CLARENCE JOHNSON MR. GOLDEN HOMECOMING KING 50THANNIVERSARY CLASS OF 1965 OCT. 10, 2015

CLASS OF 1964 GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY 1964 2014

Claude C Fomby 1962 BIO CHEM Mt. Peasant TX

АΦА CLINNON HARVEY ’66 BS ’69 MS ’76 Ed.D

Daniel Anderson BS Chemistry 25204

Donnie Little UT QB #1 '78/81 PVU Supporter

DR&MRS GARLAND MCILVEEN CLASS OF 1961

Dr. Sonnice Estill

Dr. Al T. Burrs Velma F. Burrs Go Panthers

DR. DELAND MYERS EVIE M. MYERS YOU CAN! PHIL. 4:13

DR. SHIELD LIN PROFESSOR MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Dr. Shield Lin Associate Dean College of Engineering Professor Mechanical Engr

* entries in blue are turned 180 degrees from the rest of the field and will be corrected
JOHN & MAGGIE PERRY BS52 BS53 MART, TEXAS

Johnnie RM (Brown) Martin Class of 1945

Juanice Lister In Loving Memory From Her Family

JUDGE T. R. JOHNS CLASS OF 1947 THEODORE JOHNS AND BOBBIE BROWN JOHNS CO 1954

KAYLON J BRIGGS MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Kenneth Johnson BS Engineering 1969 A Phi A 66

L Camille Fomby 1966 Nursing Kilgore TX

LEMMON MCMILLIAN, JR. CLASS OF 1939

LTC (ret.) Freddie Outley & Alice W. Outley Class of 1951

Marjay D Anderson, PhD. BS Biology 1966

Martin Olagbegi Class of 1984 Alpha Phi Alpha

MITCHELL BAILEY BS PHYSICAL EDU 58-62 FOOTBALL

Mr & Mrs Willie A. Tempton Sr.

Muriel M. Hurst Class of 1956

NATHANIEL L ARCHIE BS 1935 AGRICULTURE ED. MS 1953 AGRICULTURE ED.

NATHELYNETHARIE KENNEDY BS 1959 ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING

NETHELYNE ARCHIE COLEMAN BS 1962 CHEMISTRY

NURSING ALUMNI PV PROUD

ΔΣΘ Pam Cleaver Hodge. BSME ’77 Col USAF 2003

Phyllis Tubbs Allen, P. E. Class of 1980 BS Engineering MO. City, Texas Glory Be To God

PRAIRIE VIEW A&M UNIVERSITY ATLANTA METRO ALUMNI CHAPTER 2013 - 2015 PV PROUD

ΚΑΨ Prairie View Alumni Chapter Est. 1966

PV VO AG TEACHERS ALUMNI - FROM 1965-2015

RAYMOND POLK PVVOAG GRADUATE BEAUMONT TEXAS

Rear Admiral LH U. S. Navy ’81 and Kelvin N. Dixon

REMEMBERING THE CLASS OF 1965 COMMITTED TO EXCELLENCE AND INTEGRITY

RHO THETA CHAP. OMEGA PSI PHI FOUNDED 1970

Robert Shaw And Shirley Shaw

Rodney Ragsdale BBA- Management Class of 1998

ROLAND E. LONG BS CLASS OF 1978 & MED CLASS OF 1980

Ronald L. Reese Class of 1968 PHI BETA SIGMA

Sandra A Cashaw BS Nursing Class of 1960

* entries in blue are turned 180 degrees from the rest of the field and will be corrected
SANDRA F BAILEY ADOPTED
PANTHER MITCH "62" WIFE

Soldier, Wife and Mother Shaune E.
Gross MAJ (Ret), USA Class of 1979
Engineering

TED & PAT MERCER CLASS OF 1971

The Andersons Kilgore, Texas At PV
1962-1972

THE SLAUGHTERS FRANKLINS
DELANO CLASS OF 1963 DUANE CLASS
OF 1991

Tracy A Dargan BSME Class of 1989
Delta Sigma Theta

Unity Children's Home "To God Be
The Glory" Founded 1989

VERNELL HALL 65 C. STRIBLING 65
HANNAH MACK 65 EDNA REYNOLDS
PAT HAWKINS 65 JEAN STEWART 65

Vernell Sturns Class of 1961

AKA Zeta Gamma F98 Legends of
Mystique

* entries in blue are turned 180 degrees from the rest of the field and will be corrected
Section B

“The Girls” Roommates 78-83 Friends
4 Life Annette & Donna Lisa & Hortense Karri & Toni

Alonzo Lester 1974 Grad Math Major Summa Cum Laude

Alonzo Lester 1974 Graduate Math Major Summa Cum Laude

Alonzo Lester 1974 Graduate Math Major Summa Cum Laude

Alonzo Lester 1974 Graduate Math Major Summa Cum Laude

Alonzo Lester 1974 Class of 1974 Math Major Summa Cum Laude

Ben Franklin Jr. Class of 2001 and 2004

BEN L & DOLORES CAVIL CLASS OF 1967 BEN L CAVIL DOLORES WALKER

Billy Davis Jr Class of 1991 3 Tonja Davis 4 Myles Adair 5 Billy Davis III 6 WE LOVE PVAMU

Byron Hall #2 Son and Christie Hall

Carolyn Faye Williams BSME78 DST 76

CAVIL EST. 2002 DR J KENYATTA & MRS FAITH CAVIL JAFUS K CAVILII DR C S91’ APHIA C/O94’BS&04’MEd

Charles Johnson "Wolfie" Class of 1960 History

Christina Dione Bailey BSME2008

Class of 1997 "238" Langston E. Chad D. Michael J.

Dale Randle Architectural Engineering Class of 1979 Go Panthers Go

David Hilliard Son of Roby W Hilliard

DEDICATED TO MY MOTHER MELVINA M. HILL BETTY H SINEGAL CLASS OF 1966

DELTA SIGMA THETA SORORITY, INC. ETA BETA FALL 1995 M.I.


Dr. E. J. Smith Rev. Sam Smith PVAMU Brightest Sun in SW sky

Dr. C. Akujuobi VP Research & Grad. Studies C. C. Akujuobi Agric Retention 6 Support PVAMU!!

DR. LEROY MOORE HEAD COACH MENS BASKETBALL NAIA CHAMPS ’62 ZELMO BEATY SAM GARRETT

Dr. Michael L. McFrazier Vice President Administration Chief of Staff Go Panthers!

DR. L. BYARS, VP STUDENT AFFAIRS & ADVANCEMENT DON W. BYARS ENROLLMENT MGT GO PANTHERS

Drs. Shaye and Annisa Lewis Class of 2002 Biology TSOD

E W WESLEY PVAMU CLASS OF 1971 COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE & HUMAN SCIENCE

* entries in blue are turned 180 degrees from the rest of the field and will be corrected
Eddie & Andrea Henderson Class of 1979 The Legacy Continues We Support PVU!

EDWARD EUSERY FELICIA EUSERY PV ALUMNI 1994 PARENTS OF JOCELYN EUSERY BRITTANY EUSERY

Elements of Destruction Spring 2005 HB Chapter of DST

Emma B. Sturns Mother Vernell Sturns

Ernest Richards BSCE 74 AlphaPhiAlpha 71

ERVIN O. GRICE MATHEMATICS CLASS OF 1967 ALPHA PHI ALPHA PANTHER PROUD!!

ESTHER COLEMAN ENGINEERING CLASS OF 1978

Evelyn Collier Holloway Class of 1968

FERIAS & NOBIE FERGUSON Class of 1962 Dallas, Texas

FERIAS FERGUSON, JR. Class of 1996 Dallas, Texas

Frank Crockett Billye Crockett Donald Crockett

Frank Crockett Carol Crockett Brenda Crockett

Frank Gans Jr. c/o 1993 Law Enforcement Alisa Johnson Gans c/o 1994

FRED NEWHOUSE BS ELECT ENGR CLASS OF 1970 OLYMPIAN 1976 GOLD & SILVER MEDALIST

Fronsoir Fontenot "PV Native" Class Of 1986

GAYLE FERGUSON-SMITH Class of 1991 Dallas, Texas

GEORGE A GIBSON CLASS OF 1960 ARCH. ENGR.

GEORGE C WRIGHT PRESIDENT VALERIE WRIGHT FIRST LADY BENJAMIN WRIGHT GO PANTHERS!

Gerald Holloway Crescendo Go Panthers!

Harris Family Sonya '89 Genia '96 Neal '02 Kim '04

In Honor Of Judge L. A. Bedford Jr.

In loving memory of Gerald Polk Sr & Beverly Polk

In Memory of Byron K Johnson Class of 1996

IN MEMORY OF DAVE WARD III B S E E 1984

IN MEMORY OF EVELYN ROBERSON BSN - DEC 1992 "MAY THE WORK I'VE DONE SPEAK FOR ME"

IN MEMORY OF KIMBERLY SCOTT 12/20/76-1/7/11

In Memory of Wm M Batts, III Class of 1964

James and Margaret Gamble Class 57 & 58

James Millage (Bo) Basketball 4 Coach Cofield Physical Ed. Class of 1973

JAMES N. E. WILLIAMS CLASS OF 1951

JESSE SIMON "The Moose" OG 1971-1975

* entries in blue are turned 180 degrees from the rest of the field and will be corrected
John W Osby Jacqueline Osby 1978 PVAMF Board 2014 God’s grace
Juanita’s Boys DeWeylan 1995 Chas 1993 Gerard-SMU 1991
KENNETH ADKINS CIVIL ENGR CLASS OF 1969
Kevin Thibodeaux Class of 1996
Kimberly Williams-Watson Class of 1991
Louis M. Wells BS Engineering Class of 1966
LTCA L BUFORD COL CHUCK FROST US ARMY RETIRED CLASS OF 1981 CG-GERMANY 77 SGR SORORITY 83
Marissa Randle BBA, 2011 MBA, 2016 Go Panthers!
MARK McClURE DONALD McClure OMEGA PSI PHI
MARK McClure DONALD McClure OMEGA PSI PHI
MARTHA J GRICE DIETETICS CLASS OF 1971 GO PANTHERS!!
Martindale’s The Legacy Continues....
Mary Bragg Wells Class of 69 & 78 PV Proud PV TX
Mayor Frank D & Judge Marian E. Jackson AOA AKA Cheikh & Okofo Jackson Proud Panthers
NAIA CHAMPS ‘62 DOUGLAS HIMES ELIJAH JACKSON CORNEL LACKEY DEWEY MCQUEEN LEROY MOORE

THOMAS REDMON ELMER SCOTT CL STUBBLEFIELD WILBER WILLIAMS
Pam Hall Vance #1 Daughter & Anthony Vance
Phyllis Darden-Caldwell B.S. 80, M.S. 81
Prairie View Alumnae Chapter Of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Incorporated
PROF. ELIZABETH ANN MARTIN BA 1974 MSW ’75 LEON W. MARTIN MS INDUST ED EMPLOYED 14 YRS
Prof. J. W. Harris Father of J. W. Harris Jr. Monica Harris Melanie Harris
PUT JESUS FIRST MATTHEW 6:33 THE CRANFORDS ALEXANDER AND RUTH D. MOORE CLASS OF 1965
PVU PRIDE “BUILT TO LAST” GARY(ELEG) AND GLENN (CHEG) RICHARDSON CLASS OF 1994
R Dabney MD ’03 H Spears ’08 We meet ’02 We wed ’11 PV Love
Raymond Holley Class of 1985 Phi Beta Sigma Kappa Kappa Psi Chicago Club Marching Storm
RHONDA MARSHALL NEWHOUSE AKA SPRING 71 CLASS OF 1972 BA BUSINESS ED
Richard Taylor In Memory of Victoria Phelps FantasticVoyage Child Care La Marque, TX
Robbie W. Neal Rhonda K. Neal Regina N Holder
Robert L Sturns Father Vernell Sturns
Roy Marshall Agriculture Class of 1949

* entries in blue are turned 180 degrees from the rest of the field and will be corrected
Royce West Texas Senator District 23
Sammie & Cherry Brooks 1966 & 1967

SAMUEL COLEMAN ENGINEERING
CLASS OF 1978

Sharon Hall #2 Daughter & Kids in D’Hood

Sidney S. Medearis ’72
Thadis C Pegues Sr

The Boyd Family c/o ’97 & ’98 JB, SB, and JB

The Halls Burnis and Lee Class of 1954

THE PERRY’S DOUGLAS DOLPHUS
ALThA JEAN MERVIN & ERVIN

The Price’s Elvin Jr. Debra Elvin III
Denitria We love PVU!

THE SINEGALS Class of 1966 Bettye M. Hill Edward J. Ft. Worth, TX

The Washingtons Vice President
Auxiliary SVCS Fred & Alvina Andrew, Elysia Matthew, Maegan

Tim and Fritzí Woods AphiaKA Sept 20, 2003 Soul Mates

Tony Hall #1 Son and Laura Hall

TURNER FAMILY DEMETRIUS J. BSME
1984

TURNER FAMILY VEWISER J. JR. BSEE
1980

TURNER FAMILY VICTORIA E. MS ED.
2001

VALMONT INDUSTRIES
INCORPORATED BRENHAM TEXAS -
EST. 1979 SUPPORTS PVAMU

Vincent and Mildred Chenier Love
Mom & Dad

W. JEAN PERRY BIRMINGHAM CLASS
OF 1948

WELTON HAMILTON COL USA (RET)
CLASS OF 1958 BS CHEM / MATH
OMEGA PSI PHI PITTSBURG, TX

Wendell Neal BS Math 1962 MS Math
1969

WHORTON FAMILY Panther Proud Dee
L/Helen Mike Sr/Juanita
Dwight/Sharonda ’56’65’90’91’99

Wilbur McConico Class 1961 LTC
Mech Engr

WILLIAM JACQUES CLASS OF 1968
WENDY & WILLIAM JACQUES CLASSES
OF 1996 & 2004 FAMILY - LEGACY

Xenia Earles Reese Class of 1932
Agatha Bell BS Engineering Class of
1978

AKA Zeta Gamma Spring ’91 Line

Alpha - Delta Cornell Perry 3 Trelita
Perry

Aria M F Moore Class of 1940 Put Jesus
First

BARBARA HOLTS WHITE C/O ’60
BEAUMONT TX NAA

Berna D. Brown Redwater, TX
Karen/Ed/Sherry

* entries in blue are turned 180 degrees from the rest of the field and will be corrected
Billie Bundage Class of 1973 Phi Beta Sigma

Bobby Cauley Jr Class of 2005 C.O.B.

Charles Eric Hill 3 74-79

Charles Stewart Walker

Class of 1953 Touch of Class Friends Forever

CRECHERO POWELL B.A. COMM 2007 MARCHING STORM

Cynthia Lester COMP SCI Class of 1994

Darryl K. Smith BS ME 1982 PHI BETA SIGMA

Deborah Jackson May 1986 B.S. Chem Engr

Dillard Larry Alsobrooks Class of 1943

DON & PAMELA SKINNER 1962

Doris D Delaney B.S. 1978 M.Ed 1983 AKA

*Dotson Burns Jr Class of 1955 Ft. Washington*

Dr Oliver B Simpson Class of 1969

DR. CHARLES & MRS. VELMA TATUM

DR. DAVID MOSBY CLASS OF 1970 ALPHA PHI ALPHA

Dwight A Judge Class of ’73 BST Alum

Erika L. Jones B.S. Psychology c/o May 2002

Ernest D Barton Nupe 121 5Klub

Ernestine Jones Brown

Flav’s Roc Our Foundation 1987 - Forever

FRANK D JACKSON ALPHA PHI ALPHA PV SPRING 1971

Fred Douglas Burnett Sr. Class of 1924

FT. BEND CHURCH BYRON STEVENSON SENIOR PASTOR

GAYRON SCURLOCK B.S.M.E. CLASS OF 1984

George McNary Joshua McNary Gabby McNary

GERALINE T. AND JEROME DANIEL

Gwen M. Wills Class of 1960 Kansas City, KS

HELLO JOYCE

HELLO PEASIE

Herbert Thomas Diane W Thomas 1990 & 1994

IRA J. NEWSOME BA BUSINESS ’72 BASEBALL TEAM

Jacqueline Smith Menkiti N Rice Nnenna & Akudo

JENNIE BURNETT ALSOBROOKS CLASS OF 1944

Jimmie Finister CO 2005 Who Ya Rootin For

Jodie and Marva Moore Class of 1970

Jodie and Marva Moore Class of 1970

Joe Clay Class of 1995 EGI - A PHI A

Judge John Paul Davis Beaumont, TX

* entries in blue are turned 180 degrees from the rest of the field and will be corrected
Katisha B. Sutton 1990-1994
Keith Slaughter Class of 1985 B. S. E. E.
KEVIN A. CARR BBA FINANCE 2007
LaChelle Holland Class of 1997
LaShaunda F. BS Computer Sci Class of 1997
Lawyer & Althia Jolley 79-’80
Linda R Bundage Class of 1972 AKA
Lisa M Echols 1997 Amber Sadberry
LIZZIE SANDERS SMITH ZPB BA ’80 MED1995
Lt. Colonel W E Shepherd Sr BSPOS 1959
M Robinson ’93
Major Nancy Thomas Donaldson, CG
Mary Jo Kinsey Huggins BSEE - 1993
Matalin Jenkins May 1986 Chem Engr
MELBA I. SADLER BA SOCIAL WORK 27882
Mia Lackey Zeno Class of 1993 AKA
Mrs. O Thompson Shepherd BSND & SC 1961
Nate & Helene Fisher Panther Pride!
Nicole Dillard Class of 1994
Ol’skool AthleticTrainer 1997-2003
Pat M Carpenter Lee J Sanders Rod N Shavers

PAULETTE DOWNS WELLINGTON CLASS OF 1964
Retired Major USMC Chris Peterson
Robert Batteaux & Pat Batteaux Class of 68, 69
Roosevelt Huggins BSME - 1992
RUTH D CRANFORD CL 65 FROM OTIS & DIMPLE SADLER
Samuel Bates Class of 1965 Civil Engr.
Samuel G. Tates Sr.
Scheretta Bledsoe BS 87, MA 89
Shanquetta Cato Proud Panther Class of 1999
Sherman Travis Class of 1992 Electrical Engr
State Rep. Senfronia Thompson Alumni
Team/School Dr. C. Bradford Dr. J. Bradford Go Panthers!
Tharasa Sue Netherly BS ’74 MEd ’78
The Joneses LaShon ATM BS03 Devin PVU BBA04
Thurman and Estella Johnson Class of 1974
Tom & Linda Eustace Omega - Delta
Tom E. Eustace Class of 1970 Omega Psi Phi
Track Alvin Scott Class-1982, BS Ele Engineering
TRACY CRAWFORD AKA "SKIN" # 4 1987-1992

* entries in blue are turned 180 degrees from the rest of the field and will be corrected
VANESSA WHITE  CLASS OF 1992 AKA SPRING 1992

Violet S Judge Class of ’73 Crosby Tx Alum

Wendell Matthews Class of 1993 Glory be to God

William and Ida Ellison Go Panthers

AKA Dr. Laurie Mitchell C/O 1984

AKA Teshana Murray Class of 1997 Proverbs 3:6

ΑΦΑ Alpha Phi Alpha 13 to Life Spring 1996

ΑΦΑ Brian Carter Class of 1993

Δ΢ЃΔ Eta Beta #Spr98Evolution

Δ΢ЃΔ PAM PJ BARRETT DEBRA MCCRIMMON SHFB ALUM 2006

ΚΑΨ KS ResurreKtion ZETA BETA Spr2K11

ΚΑΨ Lamar Johnson BSEE CO ’92 ZETA BETA F-’89

ΚΑΨ PVA Spring 93 7 Wonders of The World

ΚΑΨ Ron Lockett Class of 1999 Engineering

ΚΚΨ Kappa Kappa Psi Delta Psi Charter 4/17/66

ΣΔΒ APRIL 04 1986 EPSILON GAMMA EST. 12 31 1991

ΤΒΠ Gerald P Miles BSEE 1975

ΦΒΑ SONYA CRAVIN B.B.A. INFO SYS CLASS OF 2000

ΦΒΣ Roland E Long BS 1978 MED 1980

ΩΨΦ Attorney Ricky Anderson Class of 1983

ΩΨΦ Innumerable Caravan Rho Theta F1970

ΩΨΦ REGGIE THOMPSON CHARTER LINE SPRING 1970

ΩΨΦ Tom ‘Tuffy’ Eustace Class of 1970

ΩΨΦ TWI LIGHT 12 RHO THETA SP 82


* entries in blue are turned 180 degrees from the rest of the field and will be corrected
Section C

ΚΑΨ "QUEEN O" DELBRA ORUM 1971-1973

"The more you believe in yourself, the more the world believes in you." I. Zapata

A. Trotty '53 M. McGowan '54 R. Trotty '81 K. Trotty '86 KY Turner '15 KR Turner '18

ADDA MARIE BATIE JEFFERSON CLASS OF 1978 BS ELEM ED MED 96 COUNS. DST - ETA BETA

Allison Conway Tucker Jr MARCHING STORM Alpha Phi Omega Kappa Alpha Psi Class Of 1991

Anderson Family Robbie D. Brown Class of 1979 Rebecca Class of 2008 Dallas, Texas

Betty Moreland Nursing, 1964 To Honor My Parents Mr & Mrs C. E. Coleman, Sr.

Brandi N. Sullivan Class of 2006 B.S. Psychology

Buckner Dynasty 2 Keisha c/o 2006 3 James c/o 2007 4 Nancy c/o 2011 5 6 Jeremiah 29:11

CARLA JOHNSON C/O 39 DELTA SIGMA THETA GERALD RICHARDS KAPPA ALPHA PSI

Cathleenia Marie Willis-Lee

Charles E. Davis Bryan, Texas Class of 1976

Charlie Thomas, Jr. BSME 1988

Chasmin Jenkins College of ED Class of 2014 Zeta Phi Beta Spring 2K13 PV Cheer’11-‘14

Cheryl McIntyre Anderson


Christopher & Jacquelyn Peterson Class of 1972

CLEVELAND O’NEAL LANE, JR MR. PVAMU’94 PERLA LYONS-LANE


Denise Hall Chemical Engineering December 2001

DOROTHY CURVEY BOOKER 1954 & 1956 DIEDRA, TERENCE COURTNEY ED III, ED IV

Edmonson Family Frank - Barbara Stacie - Elaina PVAMU Legacy

Elena Stephens Bachelor of Architecture Class of 2002 DST - Eta Beta Fall 2000

Essie C. 1949 2 Essie I.S. 2012 3 **Richardson** 4 Le’Anna Shannon 5 Poli Sci 2011 6 Zeta Phi Beta

Eugene & Bettye Jackson

Evette Johnson Class of 1998 Houston, Texas Future Panthers Tony & Elyse Panther Proud!

* entries in blue are turned 180 degrees from the rest of the field and will be corrected
For Our Parents Elmer J. Tubbs
Luberta Tubbs Shaune 1979 Phyllis
1980 Proud Graduates

GLENDA SANDLES CLASS OF 1989
Gloria Sandles Class of 1999 BBA
Management Go Panthers!

Great Univ. Provided scope for me to reach out in the world. Tks PV A&M UNIV.

Guy and Deondra Jenkins Class of 1993
Phi Beta Sigma Fall 1991 PV Cheer'90-
'92

Gwendolyn Bradley Draper Class of 1963

Hamilton Girls Alicia c/o 1999 Tasha c/o 2001

HARRIS FAMILY PVU GRADS '07 '09 '11

HB Fall 2K2 Melanie Wyatt20
Lindsey Keys 28 LaToya Moten 32
Lacheryl Ivy 34 Krystal Mayo 39

Helen Gamble Class of '92 Tyra Gamble Class of '04 Tasia G. Dobard Class of '00

Herbert L Moore Jr. - CO 1986 Elect Engineer God Bless PVAMU Chris Moore '16

Hogue Family Reba Hogue '49 J
Hogue III '90 JR Smith '02 RLR III RIP

Homer & Vivian Walker Wright Class of 64&66

In Honor of Barbara Tapp-Taylor

In Memories of Cammie L Hadnot The Standley's George Standley Tina Kim
Gette Georgell Julian

IN MEMORY OF DENNIS EDWARDS
CLASS OF 1976 KEVIN D EDWARDS
CLASS OF 2008 FATHER & SON

In Memory of Janice Hobbs

IN MEMORY OF MR. AND MRS. OWEN LAKEY PROUD PARENTS CLASSES OF 1976 1978 1985

James Bullen Fall 2007 Robert Johnson

Jermaine & Tifani Ruffins

John Freeman Sr Class of 1949 Juanita Freeman Class of 1953 Raywood, Texas

John W. Lewis and Family 1973 Go Panthers!

Juan C. Johnson Class of 95' Prairie View Produces Productive People

Kim Hopkins Joselyn Rushton
Tony Young JR - ARCHITECTURE- 6
CLASS OF 2010

Kimberly Runnels Class of 1993 Dallas PV Alumni Pres.'07-'13 NAA VP '13-'17

Leslie Griggs BBA Accounting Class of 1998 Drew Hall NAA Life Member
Houston NAA

Lessie Griggs BBA Accounting Class of 1997 Houston NAA NAA Life Member
#panther4life

Lester Morgan c/o 74 BC FB 33 Enoch Morgan "Twin" c/o 73 BC FB 44 Morgan Family

LIZ L. WARREN BS 1997 EDUC MS 1999
EDUC MS 2001 COUN MS 2004 SOCI O.
S. E. 1997

* entries in blue are turned 180 degrees from the rest of the field and will be corrected
Loving memories last forever Beloved Mother Cherrine Martin From Your Son Alvin Martin

MARCUS & AMECIA HIGGS MEd 1994 BSEE 1992

Nathaniel Gross SHOF Track 2014 Class of 2002 Yolanda Gross DeltaSigmaTheta Class of 1998

Nicole Green Harris BS Social Work MS Sociology Roland & Kamryn DST PVAC Spr 96

Oneisha Chapman Erica Daniels Jackie Heard Jamie M. Hill Whitney Pollard MyNeatric W.

P. J. Brown Dallas,Tx. Class 1986

Peggy Scott Robinson Summer 1972 Bachelor of Arts

PV Family Alums C. Hurst c/o 98 K. Washington & K. Hurst c/o 00 L. Hurst c/o 01

PV Wolfpack Tenechia Beal Trent Johnson Brad Traywick Josh Grimes 2007-Eternity

Regina C Tucker Black Fox Tau Beta Sigma O.E.S. Class of 1991

ROBBIE M RHODES CLASS OF 1948 JAMES E RHODES CLASS OF 1964 RONALD J RHODES CLASS OF 1971

Robert L Allen Ann Wms Allen Class of 1965

Roneshia Lewis MBA C/O 2014 Jeremy Lewis BSEE C/O 2002 Catherine Lewis MAC C/O 1979


Sandra K Lusk Class of 1975 Millicent Lusk Class of 2004 Mother & Daughter

Shaune, Carla, Fay, Pavlon, Shelia, Nisey, Cynthia, Janet, & Carolyn - DST Nervy 9 Fall 76

Shenekqua Forte Nina Hebert Kim Holland Tamira Jeffery Janique Kelley Sabrina Moye

Sonceri Jones & Jackie Sadberry "A best friend makes you laugh when you forget how to smile."

Steven & Teri Hampton BBA MIS BBA Accounting PV Love Since 2000

Tamara Simon AKA Spring 1995 Shonlene R. Zeta Phi Beta Fall 1998

Thank You Prairie View Donald C. Wiley

the Blairs William Blair Jr Mozelle J Blair Jordan Blair Sr Darryl & Lorie the Elite News

THE CAMPBELL’S LEONARD 2000 CAROL ’79 & ’99 NOELLE 2014 PV PROUD GO PANTHERS!

The Durham’s Monson Phi Beta Sigma Linda Zeta Phi Beta

THE EASLEY’S MONTGOMERY, TX EVELYN, CHERRY, ROBERT, LEWIS, AND SANDRA OUR LEGACY

THE HOLLANDS JAKE DEBRA 1984 1986 TAYLOR 2015 A FAMILY TRADITION

* entries in blue are turned 180 degrees from the rest of the field and will be corrected
THE REEDS OLLIE L JR 1963 DST Inc.
KATHRYN 1963 RISHA 1988
PANTHER PROUD!

Trent Johnson ACEO c/o 2011 4 BSEE;
BSCE

Williams Family Delando Sr ’12 Terra
‘93 Eboni Essence Delando Jr

Willie Moreland Class of 1964 In Honor
Of My Sister Endrene Williams

“PVU” PRODUCES PRODUCTIVE
PEOPLE B AUSTIN

“SISSY” ENGLISH THE BLACK FOXES
1970-1972

3200 RELAY 1977 MARY SHIRLEY
ANDREA ESSIE

'93 Nick Howard Barber To The Stars

A. RAYE CROSS THE BLACK FOXES
1991-1993

Adrian AJ Judge THE BLACK FOXES
1996-1999

ADRIENNE WILLIAMS LUCKEY
DAUGHTER, PVite

ALBERT & ANNIE HAMILTON FAMILY
PITTSBURG, TX

ALBERT & MATTIE HAMILTON FAMILY
PITTSBURG, TX

ALEXIS, ARON P. & ASHTON LUCKEY
GRANDCHILDREN

Alice N. North Class of 1973 Love
HHFAA

Alicia Odie Class of 1992 1993 & 2006

ALIENE HAMILTON BS NURSING ED.
CLASS OF 1962

Allan G. Colvin BS2003 M.Ed2007 PHI
DELTA KAPPA

Allen’s Mother Shaune E. Gross U S
Army Major

Almetta V House Class of 1953 Panther
Proud

Alpha Phi Alpha Fall ’88 15 Below 0

Alphonse & Bev LaVigne

Alvin E Roberts Class of 1953 Football
1953

Alvin Scott 1953 Erie Scott 1949 Denver
CO

AMINAH JOHNSON THE BLACK FOXES
1993-1996

Andrea Jones DeltaSigmaTheta HB Spr
92 #14

ANDREA STIGARLL ETA BETA FALL02
CLASS OF 2004

ANDREW PERKINS CLASS OF 1953
FRIENDS FOREVER

Angelo & Kimberly Williams

ANN P. GRAY HATCHER

ANNA L. CARROLL PV CHEERLEADERS
1982 - 1983

ANSELHELLE TUCKER THE BLACK FOXES
2010-2014

ARCHIE N GRIMES CLASS OF 1951 T
SAX SIGMA BLU

* entries in blue are turned 180 degrees from the rest of the field and will be corrected
ASHLEY CROOK THE BLACK FOXES 2009-2012

AUBREY WILLIAMS BS NURSING 1974 CHI ETA PHI

AURIELL GRANGER THE BLACK FOXES 2007-2009

ΑΦΩ John Gamble Spring '68

ΑΦΩ Marlin Hargrove  BSIT 01 Track & Field

B L BRACKENS JR CLASS OF 1947

Barbara Bateman

BARBARA GABRIEL JARMON CLASS 69 B.A. BUS EDU

BARBARA PETTIT CLASS OF 1953 FRIENDS FOREVER

BARBARA WILLIS PV CHEERLEADER CAPT. 1980-1983

Barrett Abrams

Beatrice Newell  PV Proud Class of 1944

BENARD HAMILTON BS ARCH. ENGR. CLASS OF 1967

BERRILYN MOORE THE BLACK FOXES 1972-1974

Bertha D. Upshaw B.S. 1982  M.E.D. 1983

Bessie Gallien BS Home Econ  Class of 1959

BethMackBentley DeltaSigmaTheta HB Spr 92 #5

Bettie B Feiga Class of 1955 Columbus Texas

Bettie Kennedy Class of 1953 Friends Forever

BETTY J THOMAS CLASS OF 1953 FRIENDS FOREVER

Betty Thompson Go Panthers Go! Class of 1963

BEVERLY HATCHET BS EDUCATION 73 MA SUPERVISION

Bianca Horore' "You Can Do It" Class of 2011

BLAKE EARLY OVERSTREET FUTHER PANTHERS

BOBBYE L GEARY CLASS OF 1953 FRIENDS FOREVER

BRANDON VALLEAN

Braylon Wilcott  Phi Beta Sigma Spring 1999

BRENDA C. LAKEY CLASS OF 1978 AKA

Brenda Dillard DeltaSigmaTheta HB Spr 92 #27

BRENT L ECHOLS BRO-SIS CHERICE ECHOLS

Brentley Ary Class of 1989 BSME

BRIDGET JACOB BS BUS. ED.1978 MA COUN. 2002

BRITT ROBINSON THE BLACK FOXES 2007-2012

BRITTANY YEARBY THE BLACK FOXES 2007-2011

BRUCY C. GRAY

* entries in blue are turned 180 degrees from the rest of the field and will be corrected
Bunyan Johnson Class of 1953 Panther Proud

Burl Hampton III Class of 2005

C. Harris THE BLACK FOXES 2005-2007

Callie J Rahman DeltaSigmaTheta HB Spr 92 #6

Carl Hanks Class of 1971 Dallas Texas

Carl L. Lockett Class of 1965 BOI

Carmen C. Bowman Class of 1999 Class of 1999

CAROL CUMMINGS TRACK 1972-1976 1 2 4X1 4X2 4X4

Caryn Ashlee Gardner 38287

Cassi E. Normand

Chantell Ford DeltaSigmaTheta HB Spr 92 #25

Chantell Upshaw DST1992 BA1993 Dallas, Texas

Chantell Williams DeltaSigmaTheta HB Spr 92 #28

CHARLES ETTA BELL CLASS OF 1953

Charles R. Henry Class of 1964

Charlotte Rice BSME Class of 1979

CHASITY WEST THE BLACK FOXES 2003-2007

CHELSEA JOHNSON SAMUEL JOHNSON C/O 2008 & 2014

Chester & Tammy Hancock 1953 Football

CHESTER HANCOCK CLASS OF 1953 LOS ANGELES NAA

Chester Hancock PV Hall of Fame Football 1953

Chinasa Nnamani Class of 2011 HBCU Proud

Christian Bus. & Professional Org. of Houston

CHRISTINA CASEY THE BLACK FOXES 2007-2011

CHRISTOPHER D. SADLER SON MARKETING

CLARENCE JACKSON CLASS OF 1953

Clarice G Holt Class of 1953 Proud Panter

CLAUDE & VANITA EDWARDS 1971BSME 1977BA

CLIFF BLACKWELL ALPHA PHI ALPHA BBA ACCTG 1995

Clifton Johnson Tennis Cham 61 San Antonio Tx

Clyde & Maizie Orr - C/O 1953 Go Panthers

Clyde & Maizie Orr - C/O 1953 Panther Proud

COACH FESSA CLIFF GILLIARD 1974-2010

CONGRATS PV HELEN ADAMS LEE CLASS OF 1970

CORNICHE GATLIN THE BLACK FOXES 2009-2011

* entries in blue are turned 180 degrees from the rest of the field and will be corrected
Crys Norsworthy THE BLACK FOXES
HEAD FOX 200-01

CRYSTAL DAWSON THE BLACK FOXES
2001-2004

CURTIS CEASER BA 1974 IND ED PV SUPPORTER

CYNTHIA MOORE PV CHEERLEADER
1980 – 1982

DAN AND LUCINDA RUSSELL CLASS OF
1953

DARLA WOODS THE BLACK FOXES
1977-1978

DARLENNE BROWN SPRINTER 1978
100 200 4X100

Darrell L. Davis Linda L. Davis 1979

DAUGHTER GLADYS OVERSTREET
RICHARD CO 1973

David Faggett, I May 1977 Longview, TX

David W. Byars Class of 2014 Go Panthers!

DeAndrea Hughes DeltaSigmaTheta HB
Spr 92 #10

Deborah Arnold Boyd (Debbie) Class of
1974

Deborah Nash 86 Ebony Jackson Maya
Jackson

Debra L. Dibble BS Engineering Class of
1979

DEIRDRE JACKSON LJ 100 4X1 200
TRACK 1980-1985

Delbra Orum Class of 1974 PV Proud

DeltaSigmaTheta Eta Beta Spr 92
Nightcourt

DeltaSigmaTheta Eta Beta Spr 92
Nightcourt

Deressa Small-Shelley Class of 1924

DEROTHA STEPHENS NURSING-1969

Derrick Griggs Phi Beta Sigma Class of
2001

DESMOND VALLEAN

Dessie B. Kelly Class of 1959 Los
Angeles NAA

DeWayne Offer Class of 2013 Proud Panther!

DIANA H. JORDAN MICHELLE JORDAN
CO 1985 CO 2002

Diane McGowan Education Class of
1977

DIANE McGOWAN MS EDUCATION
CLASS OF 1981

Dita B Walker DeltaSigmaTheta HB Spr
92 #34

DOLORES DURGENS CLASS OF 1955
THANKS PVAMU

DOMINQUE FRIDIA THE BLACK FOXES
2004-2006

Donated by William & Gwen
Richardson

Dondria Kennard DeltaSigmaTheta HB
Spr 92 #12

Donnie P. & Demetria Howard PVAMU
Alumni

* entries in blue are turned 180 degrees from the rest of the field and will be corrected
Dora B Mack Dallas Tx Class of 1953
Dora M Johnson Class of 1952 Panther Proud
Dora Truvillion Nisby Class of 1953
DORA U. DABBS MS PRAIRIE VIEW CLASS OF 1953
Doretha McKinney Ft. Worth TX Class of 1953
DOROTHY CARROLL CLASS OF 1971 SAN ANTONIO, TX
DOROTHY GRIMES CLASS OF 1953 FRIENDS FOREVER
Dorris J Connor Lowe Class of 1953
Dr H Shelley PV Proud Class of 1969
DR LEMON BAILEY CLASS OF 1958 AKA AKO
DR RUTH E HAYES CLASS OF 1952 LOS ANGELES NAA
DR. & MRS. JAMES MITCHELL CLASS OF 1950
DR. DAWN DUBOSE CLASS OF 1992 GO PANTHERS!
Dr. Deon Brady WS Half Dead 90 C/O 97 LA,Ca DP
Dr. Jonathan Stringer- N The Ppl Helping Biz
DR. KAYE BROWN HARPER BS 1972 DST ETA BETA 71
Dr. Renee Dorn C/O 1992 & 1995 Los Angeles NAA
Dr. Renee Dorn Class of 1992 NAA Los Angeles
Dr. Rochelle F. Dorn-Hayes Class of 1992
DWAYNE GRAY
DOROTHY CARROLL CLASS OF 1953 FRIENDS FOREVER
EARL WOOTEN CLASS OF 1973
EARLY OVERSTREET CLASS of 1956
Ebony Smith THE BLACK FOXES 2010 – 2013
ED WILLIAMS
Eddie C Sherrod PVAMU 1998 KAPPA ALPHA PSI
Eddie Goodbeer Class of 1945 Galena Park, TX
Edna Joseph Class of 1953 Beaumont, TX
EDNA WOODS THE BLACK FOXES 1972-1973
EDWARD W. GRAY
EFFIE A LATHAN CLASS OF 1953 FRIENDS FOREVER
ELAINE ANDERSON JACK DEC. 1971
ELIZABETH I. GRAY
Elizabeth Vaughn Anita Scott DeltaSigmaTheta
Ella L. Lewis Galveston Texas Class of 1970
ELLEN V. WOODY BRACKENS CLASS OF 1947

ELMER HARRISON CLASS OF 1953
FRIENDS FOREVER

EMMA LEE JAMES MOTHER OF SAM WILLIAMS JR

Emrie F Green Pamela L Jones LA Chapter

Erica Wesley DeltaSigmaTheta HB Spr 92 #17

ERMA J. J. EVANS JAN. 1956 CLASS HOUSTON, TEXAS

Ernest and Sheila Clark 1984 Ag Econ

Ernest and Sheila Clark 1984 Ag Econ

Ernest and Sheila Clark 1984 Ag Econ

Ethel Morgan Doris Nobles Kyndall & Kai J

ETHEL P. GRAY

EULA W HUNTER PV CHEERLEADERS 1980-1981

Eunice Thomas Finney Class of 1953

Evelyn F. Brown BSN Class of 1976 PVAMU Nursing

Evelyn Lusk Thompson LBL- c/o 1971

FANNIE MAE DRISDALE BURT CLASS OF 1944

Football Calvin Banks Jr Strong Safety #31 Class of 1997

Football Gerald Rideaux CO ’74 & Family Panther 4 Life

Football JAMES A. WHITE PV FOOTBALL #80 CLASS OF 1960

Football Joshua Holley Corner Back #34 Class-Dec 2016

For My Kids-Jay Mike & Rachel You Can Do It!

FRANK H. PALMER CLASS OF 1977
KAPPA KAPPA PSI

Fraulyn E. Baisey, School Of Nursing

Fretitia L. and Tilda Young

Geaux Zoo 88 Murphy, Kylah & Gage 2011

Geneva Statin PVU Lover Class of 58

GEORGE O MEADOR CLASS OF 1953
FRIENDS FOREVER

GEORGE SPRIGGS PV CHEERLEADER 1979-1980

Gerald D Martin C.O.B Class of 2005

GI GI COLQUITT THE BLACK FOXES 1979-1980

Gina Offer SOWK ’13 Proud Panther

Gloria Gilder & Ernest Lewis Class of 1953

GLORIA STEAMER FRANKLIN CLASS OF 1963

Golia Starghill Howard Class of 1971

GRAND DAUGHTER MELISSA RICHARD OVERSTREET 2010

GRANDSON KEILAN G. SULLIVAN CLASS OF 2019

* entries in blue are turned 180 degrees from the rest of the field and will be corrected
GRANDSONS BLAIR GLENN OVERSTREET

Gwen Cotton Class of 1964 Houston, TX

GWEN" HARRISON CLASS OF 1953 FRIENDS FOREVER

GΦG “HOOK” B. MITCHELL, JR FALL 1973

GΦG BOBBY GLAZE CLASS OF 1979

GΦG GEORGE NELSON “BOOGALOO” CHARTER LINE #1

GΦG RONALD HAGGERTY ASME PRESIDENT CLASS OF 1981

HAROLD SARGENT CLASS OF 1953 FRIENDS FOREVER

HAROLD TAYLOR CLASS OF 1953 FRIENDS FOREVER

Hattie W. Jones Loving Mother Nurse 1916-2012

HB Fall 2K2 Ka'Shawna Banks #35/Class of 05

HENDERSON RAIPE CLASS OF 1953 FRIENDS FOREVER

Henry & Dominique Mosley 95' 96'

HERBERT BUNDAGE MAGNOLIA TEXAS CLASS OF 1966

HERBERT BUNDAGE MAGNOLIA TEXAS CLASS OF 1966

Herbert L Sims Class of 1993 Alpha Phi Alpha

Herbert L. Sims Class of 1993 Los Angeles NAA

HILTON HAMILTON BS ENGINEERING CLASS OF 1957

Homer & Vivian Wright

Honorable Richard Scott

HORACE ISAAC DRISDALE CLASS OF 1964

I*A*M*S*K DOZ#5 of OES DALLAS,TX

I'M SANDY BLAND MARCHING STORM PV BS AG 2009

IMO PROF. W.H. CHATMAN F. GREEN PVU 93

IN HONOR OF DR CHARLIE SIFFORD

In Honor of Theola Gamble-Tapp

In Memoriam of Jerome E. Smith Army ROTC 1979

IN MEMORY OF DOCTOR AUGUSTINE DAVIS

In Memory of Glenda Hobbs Reynolds

In Memory of Autrie H. Jones Odie

In Memory Of Bertha Woodley Houston, TX

In Memory of Dad: Herman E. Garner

IN MEMORY OF DELPHIA ESTERS “MOTHER LOVE”

In Memory of Dr. A. Louis Patterson, Jr.

In Memory of Felix Garrett III PVU 1959 MS EDU

IN MEMORY OF HELEN M. RHEM CLASS OF ’53

* entries in blue are turned 180 degrees from the rest of the field and will be corrected
In Memory of Heloiese Ann Powell Ross
In Memory of Henry Freeman
IN MEMORY OF ISABEL WILLIAMS
In Memory of Jerold Booker Sr.
In Memory of Kay Glascoe Briscoe
In Memory of Lee & Johnnie M Edwards
IN MEMORY OF MRS. CECIL DAVIS-PRINCE
In Memory of My Mother Mariah McCalister
In Memory of Sandra Bland A Osby
In Memory Of Sandra Bland Regan Coleman
In Memory of Sandra Bland A Osby
In Memory of Thomas Henry Jr. Class of 1953
In Memory of VIVIAN L FELDER
IRA & CAMMIE MASSEY FAITHFUL CLASS OF 1953
ISTRIA ROSS CLASS OF 1948 LOS ANGELES NAA
JABARI SIMPSON CLASS OF 2010 PHI BETA SIGMA
JACKI WASHINGTON THE BLACK FOXES 1972 - 1974
Jacqueline and Darry Mercer Sr Proud Supporter
Jacqueline J. Johnson, BBA Accounting 1984
JALICIA PRICE THE BLACK FOXES 2010-2012
James & Ester Rose Class of 1953
JAMES E MAYS WOODIE WILLIAMS MAYS 1971
JAMES R WARNER BS ENGINEERING CLASS OF 1969
James Robinson Joyce Robinson 1968 & 1966
JAMES SULLIVAN CLASS OF 1953 FRIENDS FOREVER
James White PVAMU Class 1986
JAMONTE’ BLACK THE BLACK FOXES 1994-1996
Janelle Elliott DeltaSigmaTheta HB Spr 92 #35
Janice Alderson Class of 1977 BS Degree
Janice Foster Class of 1974 DeltaSigmaTheta
JANIE D. CANTON CLASS OF 1952
JAVON TRICE
JAZMINE DOW THE BLACK FOXES 2008-2010
JAZZMINE E DUKE THE BLACK FOXES 2010-2013
JEANETTE WILSON THE BLACK FOXES HEAD FOX 74-77
Jennifer Cobb Class of 2004 Live Laugh Love
Jeorge Anderson Electrical ENGR Class of 1976

* entries in blue are turned 180 degrees from the rest of the field and will be corrected
JESSYE HAMILTON BA BUSINESS ED.  
CLASS OF 1954

JO ANN MAYS PATRICIA Y MAYS 1972 - 
1973

JOAN F. SIMPSON CLASS OF 1962 1962  
MISS ROTC

JOCELYN SKILLRN THE BLACK FOXES  
1994-1996

JOCELYN TATUM 4X1 200 400 4X2  
TRACK 1983 1987

John A & Marion James - Golf Class of  
1953

John F. Terry Class of 1964 A Proud  
Panther

John Freeman Jr Class of 1977 Raywood,  
Texas

John S Briscoe Class of 2002 PANTHER  
PROUD!

JOHNANNA DIGGS OVERSTREET CLASS  
OF 1957

Jonique Colbert Class of 2002 DST - Eta  
Beta

Joseph & Istria Ross C/O 1947 & 1948

JOSEPHIN CHISOM BA BUSINESS ED.  
CLASS OF 1972

Josephine and Allan Melonson Class of  
1953

Joyce D Sowells San Antonio, TX

Joyce Evelyn Glosson Dorn RN Los  
Angeles NAA

JOYCE G WATKINS BS NURSING 1968  
MAURICE WATKINS

JOYCE STINNETT HEAD MAJORETTE  
1951-1953

June R Keller  December 1997 Branch  
Legacy

Jurnee I. Byars My Dad is a Proud PV  
Alum!

Justin C. Duncan Agronomy 2003 Phi  
Beta Sigma

K. N. STEPHENS CLASS OF 2012 SIGMA  
GAMMA RHO

Ka’Shawna Banks The Black Foxes  
2003-2005

KANEISHA BLACK THE BLACK FOXES  
Head Fox 03-07

KAREEM S. BURNEY CLASS OF 2001  
PHI BETA SIGMA

KATHY BLACK HONORARY BLACK FOX

KELLI PUTMAN THE BLACK FOXES  
2011-2012

KELSIE JONES THE BLACK FOXES 2008- 
2010

KEN GRAY CLASS OF 1973

KENETH HAMILTON BA BUSINESS AD.  
CLASS OF 1971

Kenneth D Smith OMEGA PSI PHI CLASS  
OF 77

Kevin Bellville B.S. CRJS Class Of 2006

KHARY S. BURNEY CLASS OF 2001  
DETROIT, MI

KIMBERLY GOLDBERG

* entries in blue are turned 180 degrees from the rest of the field and will be corrected
KIMIA AMOS THE BLACK FOXES HEAD FOX 97-00

KIRK DOUGLAS Sr. C/O 1995 Track & Field

KITTYE MOORING CLASS OF 1953 FRIENDS FOREVER

KOJI S. BURNEY CLASS OF 1966 ALPHA PSI ALPHA

Lakisha Powell Spring 1997 Panther Proud

Landren J. Hines Class of 2001

LAPORSHE M. THE BLACK FOXES HEAD FOX 99-03

LATOSHA LAFLEUR THE BLACK FOXES 2007-2009

Laura Pinkney Class of 1958 Los Angeles NAA

Laura W Pinkney Class of 1958 Nurse

Lauren M. Freeman Class of 2002

LAUREN ROGERS THE BLACK FOXES 2007-2009

LEE M ECHOLS JR EVA D ECHOLS CLASS OF 1961

LEE M ECHOLS JR EVA D ECHOLS CLASS OF 1961

LEE VAN RICHARDSON CASS PF 1053

Leomont Dirt Moore PC Class of 83

Leona G. Taylor VIVIAN WMS. HB Spr 92 #21

LEONARD CHEW 56 PAMELA CHEW 84 ROSALIND CHEW 84

LEVESTER SMITH CLASS OF 1948

Libby Davis Chilli Davis

Lillian McDade Class of 1953 Panther Proud

LISA C WILLIAMS PV CHEERLEADERS 1980 - 1981

Lisa Sherrod Cheer Mascot’83 PV Cheerleaders

LONNIE BUNKLEY CLASS OF 1952 LOS ANGELES NAA

Loraine Nealey Class of 1953 Friends Forever

Loretta Edwards Track 1978-1982 Olympic Trials 1984

Lorie M Freeman Miss PVAMU 2003 Class of 2004

Lorri K Barrett DeltaSigmaTheta HB Spr 92 #22

Los Angeles Alumni Chapter Est. 1943

Louis M Johnson Class of 1953 PVAMU Proud

Loving Memory D Jean Hamilton Class of 1953

M. J. Marshall Class of 1941

MACEO GRAY

Mae Jones Cooks B.S. 1975 M. ED. 1976

Maggie & John Perry Class of 1953

MAJ. ALCESTEE M DRISDALE USAF CLASS OF 1944

Major Jimmy Wilson, USMC May 1980

* entries in blue are turned 180 degrees from the rest of the field and will be corrected
MAMIE ETTA LEWIS GOODMAN CLASS OF 1953

MARAGRET PENN SHERROD J.D. Miss PV 1970
Marc T and Adrianne Johnson
Margaret Smith Michelle Booker Delta Sigma Theta

MARGRET SHERROD DIRECTOR PV CHEERLEADERS

MARGRET SHERROD FOUNDER 1972-12 THE BLACK FOXES

Marilyn (Clark) Ricks Go PVAMU! Class of 1995
Marilyn (Clark) Ricks I Love U Ajani McKentie

Marilyn (Clark) Ricks Go PVAMU! Class of 1995

Marilyn (Clark) Ricks I Love U Ajani McKentie

Marilyn (Clark) Ricks Go PVAMU! Class of 1995

MARY AYERS 1980 OLYMPIAN BOYCOTTED

Mary E. Gray  Batts
Mary Ellen Adkins Lawler Class of 1952

MARY I. GRAY
Mary Love Wiley Class of 1961 Panther Proud

MARY WALLACE 4X4 400 800 4X1 TRACK 1972 1976

Mattie Brown Minor Class of 1953

MAURINE COLLINS CLASS OF 1953 FRIENDS FOREVER

Maxine & Roy 62 Manners Class of 1953

Maya Rockey Moore Delta Sigma Theta HB Spr 92 #30

Melba B. Byrd Class of 1956 Associate 1953

Melody M. Cay BSEE/Estate of Arthena Cay

MELVA GRAY

MELVIN KING JR CLASS OF 1953 FRIENDS FOREVER

Michael and Janet Fields

Michael Campbell Dallas TX Club Class of 73

MICHAEL O. GRAY

MICHELE FUENTES THE BLACK FOXES 1994-1996

MICHELE GRAY VALLEAN

* entries in blue are turned 180 degrees from the rest of the field and will be corrected
Michelle Talley Alexander Class of 1983
Mickens for PVU Kerry, Engga KC & Christian
Milbrew & Shirley Davis Class of 1952 & 1953
MILDRED L. BOSH BA EL EDUCATION CLASS OF 1956
MONTOYA WARNER MAYS CLASS OF 1993
Morenike Evans DeltaSigmaTheta HB Spr 92 #23
Mr & Mrs Ezell Holley, C/O '53 "Be Blessed"
Mr & Mrs Isaiah Ricks III Thank You PVAMU
MR. & MRS. L RYALS
Mrs. Callie Carden-Alford Jan1920-Mar2013
My Appreciation 1956 Graduate
Nadine Francois Class of 1988 Tau Beta Sigma
Need A Realtor? Call The Best 888 TX Agent
Nelson Bowman 2012
NERMER WILLIAMS CDE CLASS OF 2004
Nicole A McGhee DeltaSigmaTheta HB Spr 92 #18
Nina Bryson DeltaSigmaTheta HB Spr 92 #8
Nonetta Pierre BS Mathematics 1995

Nyanza Joe Price 1965 & 1978
NYLA FREEMAN CLASS OF 1953 FRIENDS FOREVER
OLIVIA M. GRAY HERVEY
ORA LLOYD THE BLACK FOXES 1995-1997
Oscar D Amos Maggie S Amos Class of 61 & 65
Oscar D Amos Maggie S Amos Class of 61 & 65
Oswell And Constance Person
OTIS A MORRIS CLASS OF 1953 FRIENDS FOREVER
OTIS TOLBERT CLASS OF 1953 FRIENDS FOREVER
Ozelma C Maxwell
PALS GMC (2010-2013) Class of 2013
Pamela Barker Class of 2005 Class of 2009
Pamela Brown December 2001 Dallas, Tx
PAMELA GRAY
PAMELA SHORTER PV CHEERLEADER 1978-82 "SQUEAKY"
PANTHER AMBASSADOR EST 2011 - 2016
Pastor R Rouzan Sis E. Rouzan FreeWill MBC
PATRICIA GRAY HARRIS
Paul & Myrtle Davis Class of 1953

* entries in blue are turned 180 degrees from the rest of the field and will be corrected
PAULA & WARREN GWINN & FAMILY  
PV SUPPORTERS

Phillip Ward DJ Merk Class of 2008

Phillip Ward Rose Gildon Ward 1973 Class 1982

PRENIS WILLIAMS CLASS OF 1957  
COACH EDUCATION

PV ALUMNI LEO & MATTYE CARTER  
PV Proud Kimberly Burks

Randall Zeno 1st Lt US Army Class of 2010

Rastus Moreland Hattie Moreland Class 1953 1955

Reba Wells Williams Class of '73


REGINA TUCKER THE BLACK FOXES  
1986-1990

Regina Y. Neal Delta Sigma Theta HB Spr 92 #20

REGINALD SETH JOHNSON JR. 2008 & 2009

RENECIA R. ROSS PV CHEERLEADER  
2008 – 2012

Renee F Dorn Rochelle F Dorn AKA Spring 1991

Rhonda Edison Delta Sigma Theta HB Spr 92 #9

Rhonda L. Clay Sprinter 100m - 200m

Rhuzell Beamon Class of 1953 Dallas NAA

RICKIE BRADFORD IN HONOUR OF  
MOM AND FAMILY

RIP Michael Love "Your Wife"

Rita Houston Women Of The Red Tent

ROBERT HOUSTON BS MCEG MAY 2001

Robert Stinnett Dallas, TX Class of 1953

Ronald Goodbeer PV Proud P.V.I.L.C.A.

Ronald Guillory Prof. Engineer BSME 1974

Ronald Stinnett Sports Hall of Fame

ROOSEVELT MILES CLASS OF 1953  
FRIENDS FOREVER

Rose M. McGowan Class of 1953 Go Panthers

ROSE YOUNGER CLASS OF 1970 BS DIETETICS

Rowland Steptoe Kenneth D Lyles Baseball 74-79

ROY & GLENN ELLA MURPHY RUNNELS  
CLASS OF 1971

ROY A. SMITH CLASS OF 1948

Roy G. Perry an Inspiration and Leader-STK

Ruby C. Daniels PV Proud Class of 1964

RUTH E. SMITH CLASS OF 1949

Ruth E. Vaughn

RUTH S. MALONE CLASS OF 1953  
FRIENDS FOREVER

* entries in blue are turned 180 degrees from the rest of the field and will be corrected
Ruthie B Carter Class of 1947 Columbus Texas
SALLYE BRITTON CLASS OF 1953 FRIENDS FOREVER
SAM WILLIAMS JR CLASS OF 1953 FRIENDS FOREVER
SAMANTHA THOMAS THE BLACK FOXES 1994-1996
Samuel Jackson Class of 1958 Los Angeles NAA
SANDRA BLAND BLK LIFE MATTER "SANDY SPEAKS"
SANDRA BLAND BS AG 2009 BLK LIFE MATTER
SHANNON GRAY CLASS OF 2005
SHAUNE E GROSS CLASS OF 1979 SAN ANTONIO NAA
Shaune E. Gross U S Army Major 1979 - 1999
Shaune E. Tubbs B S Engineering Class of 1979
Shawn Lott Karsha K. Black DeltaSigmaTheta
Sheldon C Allen PVAMU
SHELIA CARTER PV CHEERLEADER CO CAPT 1980-82
SHELIA REEVES PV CHEERLEADER CAPT. 1978-1981
Shellee Goldberg
Sherry L Logan Class of 1972 DeltaSigmaTheta
SherryRoundtree DeltaSigmaTheta HB Spr 92 #32
SHIRLEY "BIG LEGS" WILLIAMS 1973-1976
SHIRLEY JACOB BA BUS ADMIN CLASS OF 1972
SHONDA HENDRSON THE BLACK FOXES 1994-1997
SILSBEE, TEXAS
SNEEDED,96,2000 VIVIAN WMS. YOLONDA-YOLETTE
SON BRIAN EARLY OVERSTREET ATTY PV SUPPORTER
Sonia L. Pierce B. Arch. 1986 Soph Class Pres
SONIA L. SADLER DAUGHTER ARTIST&DESIGNER
Sonya Clay 1993 ACCT I Love My PVU!
Stephanie Scott DeltaSigmaTheta HB Spr 92 #26
SUE HAMILTON BS HOME ECON. CLASS OF 1952
SUSAN KING THE BLACK FOXES 1977-1978
T.P. RICHARDSON THE BLACK FOXES 2002-2006
Tanya M Watkins DeltaSigmaTheta HB Spr 92 #31
TANYA WISER THE BLACK FOXES HEAD FOX’ 94-97
Tara M Williams DeltaSigmaTheta HB Spr 92 #29

* entries in blue are turned 180 degrees from the rest of the field and will be corrected
TawanaWalter'96 CadienBSNursing
KelseyCadien'25

Team/School Joseph L Carter 2 PV Football '88-'92

Team/School TONY RUNNELS JR "THE BIG TONE" CO 1994 & 2001

TENNEH FREEMAN BS ELET DECEMBER 2007

Tennis Jessica K. Wright Class of 2006

Teresa Kemp  Class of 1973

THADDEUS GAMBLE PV TRACK 79-82 OMEGA 82 KRYPTO

Thanks A. Sims! Love-C. Kelly c/o 92 BSEE DST

THE ROBERT HARGROVE FAMILY #58/95

THE SAMPLETONS SUE BS 1976 MBA APRIL BBA 1996

THELMA H. SMITH CLASS OF 1948

THELMA LEE ERWIN WARE  CLASS OF 1944

THELMA Y ROBINS PV CHEERLEADER CAPT. 1984

Theresa N Tate Class of 1956 Associate 1953

TIFFANI BOOKER THE BLACK FOXES 1998 2002

Tiffany Hauntz DeltaSigmaTheta HB Spr 92 #4

Tiffany Ward Miss PV 2011 Class of 2011

Timing Wang MS Engineering Class of 1996

Tina Slater The Black Foxes 1985 – 1986

TipfenieJohnson DeltaSigmaTheta HB Spr 92 #7

Tommie L & Belle Walton Class of 1953

Tony M. Loston B.S. M.E. 2001

TOY GREEN C/O 2004 & 2016 DST FOR LIFE

Tullie Evans Jr Class of 1953 Houston, TX

Tyler Dickson "El Chopo" 2009 Nvr 4Get U

TYNIQUE PARKER THE BLACK FOXES 2003-2007

Tyra Pettigrew DeltaSigmaTheta HB Spr 92 #2

VALARIE HOLMES THE BLACK FOXES 1975-1977

Valencia Dutton Class of 2002 Houston, TX

VANITA MURPHY THE BLACK FOXES 1971-1973

VERA CORBETT

Verrick & Wendy Walker Family Class 94 & 99

VIVIAN DRISDALE CLASS OF 1953 FRIENDS FOREVER
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V-LORIA DANIELS THE BLACK FOXES
WALTER C THOMAS RHONDA THOMAS UNIV OF HOUSTON
WASHINGTON RUTH E. CLASS OF 1980
WELLINGTON D ’55 & INEZ WILLIAMS SADLER ’56 & ’57
WELTON HAMILTON BS CHEM / MATH CLASS OF 1958
WILLARD MAYS JR CAROLYN COLE MAYS 1968 1969
WILLETA GRAY
William Dailey Class of 1934 Los Angeles NAA
William McCann Evelyn McCann Great Parents
Willie Bell, Jr Debra A Bell 68 Brazoria, TX
Willie Cooks  B.S. 1976 IND. Technology
Wilmer O. Gray Jr.
WILMER O. GRAY SR.
WIYATTA FREEMAN BS BIOLOGY MAY 1998
YOLANDA MURDOCK THE BLACK FOXES 1980-1982
Yvonda E. Lewis Zeta Phi Beta Class of 1996
Yvonne Larry DeltaSigmaTheta HB Spr 92 #13

Zeta Phi Beta Organized Chaos Class of 2000
AKA Joyell Hayes Rotonda H. #24 Tamara Simon
AKA Shelby Reece PVAMU Class of 1996
ΑΦΑ Patrick Quarles 2 Jr. - BTL 1992 3 BSIT 1989
ΑΦΑ William Brown Class of 2015
ΔΣΘ Amber Randon Engineering Class of 2008
ΔΣΘ Ashley L. Ward B.S.C.E. Class of 2010
ΔΣΘ Daphne Robinson Class of 1998
ΔΣΘ Debra Levels Ortega McDavid C/O 1982 & 2008
ΔΣΘ Delta Sigma Theta Carla Moses BSME
ΔΣΘ Eta Beta #Spr98Evolution
ΔΣΘ Joseph & Denise Roberts Class of 1984
ΚΑΨ Christopher E. Knight Class of 2009
ΚΑΨ Joseph Carter PVA Fall ’95 BS&MS Math
ΚΑΨ Lamar Johnson Zeta Beta Fall 1989
ΚΑΨ Warren Hardy BS Chemical Eng Class of 2006
ΣΓΡ Nancy TD 1978-79
ΦΒΣ Phi Beta Sigma Carl Moses BSEE

* entries in blue are turned 180 degrees from the rest of the field and will be corrected
ΩΨΦ Brandon Wallace Class of 1996 3
BSEE

ΩΨΦ Michael Sowell Class of 1983
ΩΨΦ Royle King ’75 Tilmon King ’80
BSEEs
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